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Let the giving begin

Downwarcl spiral

Blood drive gets. 318 pints

Men's basketball team
:l oses third straight game.

donated in the first day.

Tuesday, February 22, 1994

ound
WO
tudents ask
ty not to up

gage
alternatives and a higher entry
won't address Charleston's underdrinking as well as increased
ment of drinking age will, stuagreed at Monday's alcohol task
hearings.
owever, local residents renewed
for the community to increase the
21.

don't understand why we allow it
,"said Lynn Taylor, a local resi. "If I am going to buy a pair of
, I go to a shoe store. If I go to a
"cular place where you can buy
· g, I am going to purchase it. I
think it is our obligation to let
go in the bars."
ine members of the 10-member
force heard testimony from local
nts and students at the second of
JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
hearings. The city is considering nventy-one-year-old Eric Williams, a philosophy major, speaks at the second alcohol task force meeting held in

t

Continued on Page 2

Charleston High School's auditorium Monday night.

tnalists named Comedy committee asks
r dean position for $6,600 more in fees
our finalists, including
in-house candidate, have
named in the search for
of the College of Arts
Humanities.
t.erviews for the position
begin the second week of
arch committee chairLarry Williams said he
s to forward a recomtion to Vice President
Academic Affairs Bara Hill before spring
. The starting date for
position is July 1.
e dean of the College of
and Humanities serves
the principal academic
administrative officer of
college, which contains
departments of art,
lish, foreign languages,
tory, journalism, music,
· osophy, speech communi"on and theater arts.
James Johnson, acting
of the College of Arts
d Humanities, joins

Jeffrey Buller, Margaret
Merrion and Stephen Steinberg as candidates for the
position.
Johnson served as the acting dean of the College of
Fine Arts before it merged
with humanities in 1993.
From 1978 to 1993 he was
department chairman and
professor in the art department. He will interview
March 16 and 17.
Johnson received his bachelor's degree in art education
from Emporia State University and his master's-offine-arts-in-design degree
from the University of Kansas.
Jeffrey Buller is the current associate dean of arts
and sciences at Georgia
Southern University. He also
served as the assistant dean
for faculty services at that
university. He will interview
March 10 and 11.
Buller earned his bachelor's degree in modern and
" Continued on Page 2

By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer

University Board's comedy committee plans
to add four additional acts to its schedule for
next year if its budget request is approved by
the Apportionment Board, said Carl Zuccarelli,
comedy coordinator.
The committee will present its 1994-95 budget request at tonight's AB meeting which is at
7 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The comedy committee, previously known as
Subway, submitted a budget request to the
Apportionment Board of $27 ,690 - $6,600 more
than last year's budget of$21,090.
Zuccarelli said Monday the committee has
scheduled 14 acts into its schedule for next
year. The committee budgeted two major acts,
eight small acts and four weekend acts in next
year's ·schedule.
The committee's request helps make up the
$406,161 in budget requests turned in to the
AB so far.
The AB is a student fee-funded board that
allocates money to the University Board,
Student Senate, the Sports and Recreation
Board and itself The AB receives its funding
from a $14.50 semester student fee.
Other UB committees scheduled to present
budget requests to the AB tonight include lectures, concerts, homecoming, human potential,
special events and performing arts committees.

The AB will also consider its own budget
request.
Blake Wood, AB chairman, said he is waiting
to receive final budget requests from DB's
graphics and mini-concerts committees. Wood
said he expects to allocate about $306,000 for
the student organization budgets for the
upcoming academic year.
The AB submitted a budget request of
$40,500. Wood said a majority of the request
will fund the AB's account technician's salary.
He said the other fees will fund stationary sup.
.
plies and copying services.
Kristen Nielsen, lectures committee chairwoman, said Sunday the lectures committee
decided to add a March speaker to its schedule.
She said the extra speaker is the cause for the
committees increased budget request.
The lectures committee submitted a request
of $34,450, - $14,500 more than last year's
approved budget of$19,950.
Erin Moore, UB concert committee coordinato:r said her budget is based upon ticket sales
and is not funded.from student fees. Moore said
the concert committee has to submit its budget
to the AB for approval although it gets its
money from concert ticket sales and not student
fees. She said the concert committee's budget
request reflects the Bill Cosby concert ticket
sales.
Other budget requests not on this week's AB
agenda include the Sports and Recreation
Board and Student Senate.
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raising its bar-entry age because local
officials fear if Champaign raises its
entry age, University of Illinois students
could flock to Charleston to drink.
The task force itself came under fire
from Reuben Muller, a local resident who
said the entire panel should step down
because it is biased. He said the two bar
owners and three students on the task
force are not representative of the community. Their minds are already made up
about the issue.
"Where is the housewife, the clergyman, the (Mother's Against Drunk
Driving member) and the average citizen?" he said.
However, task force members Don
Yost, who owns Stix, 1412 Fourth St., and
Mike Knoop, who owns The Uptowner
and Cellar, 623 Monroe Ave., said their
opinions are not set. The Uptowner and
Cellar has a 21 entry age.
Yost said: "We do everything we can to
enforce the law. Please avoid taking one
brush and painting everyone the same
color. I believe that everyone on the committee is viewing this with an open
mind."
City Commissioner Greg Stewart said
the final decision rests with the City
Council, not the commission.
"How this matter ends up is our decision," he said. "If you don't like it, get in
contact with us."

Several speakers said the best solution
to the underage drinking problem is
increased enforcement of the drinking
age. However, bar-entry age and drinking
age are not the same, said Eastern student Steve Hartsfield.
"To frequent an establishment is to
walk in the door and do the same thing
as the rest of the people but not drink,"
he said. "It's a question of those being
able to frequent a place. We should
address the law."
Among ideas proposed by speakers at
the hearings were alcohol-free nights at
bars, bar alternatives such as volleyball
games in the park, movies and a larger
police force to enforce drinking laws.
Hartsfield, a member of the University
Board's Mini-Concerts Committee, which
brings musical acts to campus said the
committee's budget only allows it to bring
two or three acts a semester, while bars
can often bring two or three a week, he
said.
Pastor Bob Younts said the city should
not only raise its entry age, but also crack
down on those who are caught drinking.
"Most of those who are coming (to
Eastern) are coming here for learning,"
he said. "I don't think their parents
should pay $20,000 for students to
become drunks. I think it's about time we
started locking the doors behind them
and eliminate them from the community."

Eastern student Greg Essenpreis, who
spoke at the previous entry age hearing,
said he has heard nothing that persuades
him to favor an increase.
"I sit here, and I start to feel bad about
myself because students are so maligned
for the actions of a few," he said. "People
need to get away from campus and be
with friends. I don't want to see people
under the age of 21 drinking. It's against
the law."
Eastern student Eric Williams warned
that an entry age increase might not only
send students flocking to house parties,
but to other cities as well. Williams said
he drove to Champaign to go to bars on
Sunday because local bars were closed.
"If students are willing to drive 45
miles to go to a bar because they can't get
in locally, they are willing to drive to
Carbondale or Champaign to drink," he
said. "A 10-minute walk home from the
bars is pretty harmless compared to a 45mile drive."
Jeff Coon, a local resident, said the
main problem is underage drinking, so
an increase will have little effect.
"When an underage person frequents a
bar and breaks the law, who do we punish: the bar," he said. "It is easy to sit
here and hide our heads and say they
won't drink, but that is not realistic."
A real solution to the problem is
increased enforcement by a beefed up
police force, he said.

Finalists _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
sor of music at Ball State University. Before joining the Ball
classical languages from the State faculty, she was coordinaU~yersity of No~e Dame. He _tor of undei:graduate and gradreceived his master's and doc- uate studies in music at the
torate degr~s in classics from Upiversity of Northern Iowa.
:the University ot Wisconsin- ·
Merrion received her bacheMadison.
lor's degree in music education
Margaret Merrion currently from Chicago State University.
serves as the dean of the Coll- She earned her master's and
ege of Fine Arts and a profes- doctorate degrees in music
., From Page 1
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education from the University
of Missouri. She will interview
March '7 and 8.
Stephel). Steinberg is the
assistant to the president at
the University of Pennsylvania. He has held various
positions at the University of
Pennsylvania since 1978, including assistant dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences. He

will interview March 14 and
15.
Steinberg obtained his bachelor's degree in philosophy
from the University of Michigan. He earned a master's
degree in journalism from
Columbia University and a
doctorate in philosophy from
the University of Pennsylvania.
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SAN FRANCISCO (
Earth's land, water and
land are disappearin
rapidly that the world po
tion must be slashed to
lion or less by 2100 top
prosperity for all in that
says a study released M
The alternative, if c
trends continue, is a po
tion of 12 billion to 15 b.
people and an apocal
worldwide scene of "abs
misery, poverty, disease
starvation," said the st
author, David Pimentel,
ecologist at Cornell Uni
sity.
In the United States,
population would climb to
million and the standa
living would decline to s ·
ly better than in presen
China, Pimentel said at
annual meeting of the
ican Association for
Advancement of Science.
Even now, the world
lation of 6 billion is at I
three times what the E
battered natural resou
and depleted energy re
would be able to comfo
support in 2100, Pime
said.
Pimentel defines "co
ably support" as provi
something close to the
rent American standar
living, but with wiser u
energy and natural reso
Under his scenario, the
the world's population
ed to 2 billion, most peo
standard of living w
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ONE FREE TOPPING
OR one FREE 32 OZ. PEPSI

PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE

348-1626
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEm WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMYROTC
m

SMIRTEST COLLEGE COIJRSE YOU CU TUE.

For details, visit Room 308, Klehm Hall or call

581-5944
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lack history
pealter to act
ut poet's life
Allowing his audience to
p back to a different time
'le retracing the life and
ks of one of the greatest
erican poets will be the
us of a presentation by
er J. Archibald Holland
sday.
Holland, who will perform a
e-man play" titled "The
acy of Langston Hughes,"
been reliving Hughes' life
stage for more than 15
·s performance will be at 8
. in the Rathskeller of the
in Luther King Jr. Uni- ·
ity Union. Admission will
$1 for students with IDs
$3 for the general public.
e 89-minute performance,
'eh is being presented as
of Eastern's celebration of
ck History Month, gives a
rical overview of Hughes
ugh dramatic recitals of
works.
olland's lecture will examthe factors of race, hate
economic exploitation that
uenced Hughes, whose
became a powerful voice
minorities in the 1930s
ugh the 1960s.
Holland, who was senior
ial studies writer in the
tbook division of Holt,
ehart and Winston before
began lecturing, has
ared on NBC's talk show
sitively Black" and has
appointed senior editor of

"Where do we
go from here?"
Molly Skelley, coordinator of
the University Board's Human
Potential Committee, said her
committee wanted to bring
Holland to campus for the
same reasons as other speakers during Black History
Month - student education.
"We wanted to bring Holland here because it should be
a real learning experience for
all races," Skelley said.
Skelley said Holland's career on the lecture circuit
"took off" in the mid-1970s.
"This is going to be a very
spiritual, personal glimpse at
Hughes, and I think that will
be part of the education those
who attend will receive," she
said.
Skelley said Holland can be
compared with last year's featured speaker for Black History Month, poet Maya Angelou.
"We are still trying to draw
speakers that the audience
can relate to, and Holland's
references to race and hate
may allow them to do that,"
she added.

egistrar to speak
o Faculty Senate
peech to cover grade deadline
campus governing bodies.
Miller heads the senate's elecEastern Registrar John tion committee.
This spring's elections will
nley will address the
culty Senate Tuesday to be conducted by a mail-in balspond to faculty concerns lot rather than on-campus
at teachers aren't given polling. Nomination forms
ough time to process grades will be distributed with this
week's Faculty Senate minthe end of each semester.
The Faculty Senate will utes.
Last week, senate member
eet at 2 p.m. today in the
David
Carpenter made a
ard of Governors Room of
motion to allow faculty to vote
th Library.
Faculty Senate Chairman in elections if they have faculill Addison said semester ty rank and teach at least half
de reports are usually due of the time. At Miller's sugound 4 p.m. on the Sat- gestion, he amended his
motion to include department
ay ending finals week.
Addison said. the current chairmen. .
Carpenter's motion was the
dline makes it difficult for
result
of a discussion about
fessors to give essay exams
whether
faculty with the title
large classes on the last
of
"director"
should be eligible
ay of exam week because
ere isn't sufficient time to to vote in campus elections.
ade the tests and figure a According to the senate's constitution, directors are not
al grade.
In other business Tuesday, considered faculty members
nate member John Miller and therefore cannot vote
· give the senate an update even though some teach classn election procedures for es. The senate will vote on
the motion in two weeks.
AMY CARNES

· 'stration editor

orrection
An article on Page 3 of
onday's edition of The
aily Eastern News incorectly listed the telephone

number for Harrison Computer Services in Charleston.
The correct number is 3452629.

ELISSA BROADHURST /Staff photographer

Donald Graden, a nurse for the American Red Cross, takes Darrell Eaton's 142nd donated
pint of blood Mondqy in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University UnioTL
Eaton, a Charleston resident, who has donated over 17 gallons of blood, received-the honors ofcutting the ribbon starting this spring's blood drive. 1

First day of blood drive
sets donation record
By ADAM McHUGH

Activities editor
Eastern's spring blood drive kicked off with
generous donations Monday, topping its own
one-day goal by almost 70 pints.
Monday donations totaled 318 pints, 68
pints 'm ore than' the expected 250 pints. The
goal for the four-day drive is 1,200 pints.
Dave Cline, local coordinator for the blood
drive, attributed the success to mild weather
and T-shirts giveaways.
Monday's total, which put the drive 882
pints away from reaching its goal for the
week, is the highest in three years.
"If we could collect blood like this on a daily
basis, we would be looking at a lot different
situation right now,'' Cline said.
Because of the Los Angeles earthquake
and bitter cold temperatures across the
nation last month, the Red Cross has low
blood supplies. The quake and Arctic conditions canceled drives across the nation.

Cline said before the drive, which will continue through Thursday, the Red Cross was
lacking in blood types 0 positive and negative, AB negative and B positive.
I
"We have had difficulty with 0 negative
· and positive, but the other types have
increased the last few days," he said.
· Cline said stuaent futerest in the "Blood
Battle" with Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale also contributed to Monday's
record turnout.
He said the "battle," which is popular at
schools such as the University of Michigan
and Ohio State University, has brought out
the "competitive spirit" of both schools.
"I also feel the smaller communities often
have a much better response because they are
closer to the information and are willing to
come out and help,'' Cline said.
Cline, who represents the East Central
Illinois region of the Red Cross, said the blood
will be used at hospitals in 18 counties in
Missouri and Illinois.

19 Student Senate spots
open for April 20 election
By SUSAN McCOURT

Staff wrtter
Students interested in running for ,Student Senate positions will be able to pick up
forms in the Student Government Office beginning April
5, said a chairman overseeing
the April 20 election.
Included in the application
will be questions concerning
the candidates' goals as Student Senate members, said
senate member Harvey Pettry, co-chairman of the election.
Students interested in running for the senate or an
executive post in Student
Government must have a
minimum 2.25 grade-point
average and 25 signatures
before applying, Pettry said.
Pettry said 14 positions
will be available plus the five
executive positions. Those
posts include chief of staff,

executive vice president, tion is to increase the stuBoard of Governors represen- dent-voter turnout. In previtative, student body president ous elections, Pettry said,
only about 1,100 to 1,200 stuand fuancial vice president.
Student Senate members dents out of the 10,000-plusup for re-election for off-cam- member student body have
pus positions are Greg Essen- voted.
"If students would get up
preis and Julie Tizzard. In
the on-campus district, seats and voice their opinions, then
of senate members Jim Bal- faculty and the administralou, Jodie Chapman, Mike tion would realize that the
Eiter, Amy Levine, Katherine Student Senate is the voice of
Close and Amy Compton are students," Pettry said.
· For the April 20 election,
up for re-election.
At-large senate members Pettry said, there are no foreup for re-election are Julie seeable changes in the polling
Proscia, Matt Thrun, Matt places for the election this
Yegge, Chris Boyster, Myra year, but he is "open to sugYoung, Lisa Garrison and gestions" in changes that
Senate Speaker Bobby Smith. increase student participaIf elected, senate members tion.
In past elections, students
are required to spend at least
one hour per week in the could vote in all residence
Student Government Office halls, the Martin Luther King
and attend the senate's week- Jr. University Union, the
ly Wednesday night meetings. Student Recreation Center,
Pettry said one of his goals Coleman Hall and Buzzard
for the upcoming April elec- Building.
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'How-to' marriage guides diminish wome
ing w idower. After all , what
I saw someth ing interesting when I was stand ing in
could be more attractive th
a man who has already once
the grocery store checkout
ety still exerts
line the other day.
proven he could make a co
It wasn't the adjustable
great pressure
mitment and also happens
be emotionally vulnerable?
expiration dates that so many
on
But hey, why stop there?
stores use on their various
married, and
Single women might also
dairy products or the serious,
hard news issues prominently
consider standing outside
·they capitalize
local taverns in a wedding
displayed on the pages of the
on
tabloids - "Roseanne pregdress
equipped with rings,
Sherry
edge."
flowers, a fill-in-the-blank
nant with Loch Ness
Sidwell
Monster's baby!" - or even
marriage license and an
the guy with the twitching,
ACME home blood test kit
just in case any of the bar's exiting patrons might
runny eye who was standing in line behind me and
using the candy display as a scratching post.
in the mood for a little lifetime companionship. As
many women already know, a drunk man is rarely
It was something on the cover of Cosmopolitan,
the women's magazine vulgarly known as "Cosmo,"
choosy man.
that caught my eye. There, beneath the teasers for
If the book and the Cosmo article were isolated
incidents, one could dismiss such nonsense as just
the usual Cosmo-type articles on spring fashion,
bust enlargement and 50 ways to make your man a
two writers trying to make a buck by praying on
better lover, was a teaser for an article entitled, "She
women's fears about growing old alone. But as ti
married a millionaire, and now she's sharing her
goes on, it becomes more and more apparent that
secrets with you."
newspaper and magazine editors and television p
The article was appropriately subtitled, "The stepducers are all too willing to devote unlimited time
by-step guide to marrying your own millionaire," or
and space to the desperate plight of the single
something similar to that.
woman.
Normally, I don't take notice of trivial things like
Book publishers who aren 't willing to take a risk
this, particularly not if they appear on magazine covon new writers will jump at the chance to print h
ers displaying large amounts of cleavage. But this
to guides offering women helpful suggestions on
was the proverbial final straw.
how to go out and trap themselves a man. They
Earlier that same day, I had opened up my newsknow society still exerts great pressure on single
women to be married, and they capitalize on this
paper to find what amounted to little more than a
columnist's book review for a new book detailing
knowledge.
They. have no shame, really, and they suggest
the best methods for women to use when they set
about to bag themselves a man.
that single women shouldn't either. As one writer
put it, "This kind of desperation may be ugly, but
The book actually suggests that women should
ask everyone they know, even their most casual
being a woman alone is even uglier."
business acquaintances, if they know any single or
But most women are smarter this, and shouldn'
soon-to- be single men who might be in the market
fall victim to this kind of thinking. Women who
for a wife. The book also suggests women should
tie for "Mr. Right Now" often sacrifice their pride
not hesitate to exploit relationships with people
and self respect for the sake of marriage - an ins
they already know to get closer to potential hustion that in today's society has a better than 50
cent failure rate. After pride and self respect and
band candidates.
Very admirable suggestions, one and all.
marriage go, what are they really left with?
One can't help but wonder why the author didn't
The writers should know better, and as a socie
take the next logical step and suggest that women
so should we.
scan the obituaries for women in their age bracket
- Sherry Sidwell is the editorial page editor a
on the theory that they could then attend the dead
woman' s funeral and get the first shot at the grievregular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

They know soci-

women to be
this knowl-

Senate took a
stand for rights
of students
Last Wednesday's Student Senate meeting
showed some senate members are taking steps
to ensure that student interests come first and
that Student Government is not a puppet to the
administration.
In January, Senate Speaker Bobby Smith gave
his "go get 'em" pep ~lk to senate members at
the senate's annual
"State of the Senate
Address." Smith cha!- - - - - - - - lenged senate members
to get involved and bring the Student
Government back to the students. He said the
senate's opinion on campus issues "rarely carried much weight" in comparison to the
President's Council and the Faculty and Staff
·
'
senates.
Last Wednesday, it was obvious that some
senate members took Smith's speech to heart.
Unfortunately for those "inspired" senate
members, a resolution which recommended
eliminating faculty members' voting rights on
the Apportionment Board failed by a few votes.
However, these senate members deserve
credit for proposing a resolution to a sensitive
issue which could strain relations between faculty and student leaders.
Currently, three faculty members and eight
students have voting privileges on the AB. The
AB is a student-fee funded board responsible
for allocating money to student organizations
such as the University Board, the Student
Recreation Board apd Student Government.
Last Wednesday night's one-hour discussion
provided healthy debate about the ramifications
of passing such a resolution. Senate members
opposing the resolution thought supporting it
would be a bad public relations move in dealing with faculty and administrators.
Merely writing a resolution to ask for the
elimination is a major breakthrough for the senate. The question of why faculty members have
the right to vote on allocations that are used
exclusively for student organizations certainly
had merit.
If the senate's duty is to be the voice of the
student body, the senate should be held
accountable to tackle issues that may be
frowned upon by Eastern's administration.
Senate members should look "to score more
points" with those who elected them - and
that certainly isn't the administration or faculty.

Editorial

Students must take
back the Union
for the students
Dear editor:
I have a son who. attends
Eastern and lives at home in
Charleston. Occasionally, I pic;k
up The Daily Eastern News to
keep up with what is going on in
his world. Reading the Feb. 10
article about the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union McDonald's closing on weekends
reminded me of a conversation I
had with my son about a year
ago.
The conversation centered
around the fact that he usually
always came home between
classes. That shouldn't worry
most parents, but because a previous personal tragedy in our
family, I was concerned that he
was spending too much time alone. I suggested he go to the
Union between classes and socialize with other students.
I'll never forget the shocked
expression on his face. He said,
"Why go there?" From the rest
of our conversation, I discovered
that students have drink and
snack areas in the buildings
where classes are held, so there
was no reason to walk to the
Union.
Maybe a viewpoint from an
"old timer" might help those in
the decision-making process in
trying to solve some of the
Union' s problems. The Union was
a lot different in the early and
mid '60s. It was a noisy place
with students and professors
packing the Panther Lair (now
the site of McDonald's). The
Union was absolutely the hub of
activity on campus throughout
the day and into the evening.
What drew t he peo ple? It was

Tour turn

of a "business" attracting p
when the employees take the
best parking places?

Annette l
activities and knowing your
friends were going to be there.
Besides a crowded Panther Lair,
there were pool, ping pong,
chess and checkers tournaments
constantly being held on the
mezzanine level. Pinball machines near the Grand Ballroom
could be heard immediately
whenever a person walked
through the doors. At night,
there was dancing to juke box
music in the ballroom.
Visitors, parents and townspeople would not only come to
the Union cafeteria on Sundays
but would also stop by for lunch
or dinner during the week.
Obviously, there were able to
find parking places.
What have I seen change over
the years? The Union is an eerie
place now. There's no noise!
When I walk through the place,
my heels click so loudly that I
get the jitters! It seems to have
become just an office complex
and rental facility.
The Union is now a place used
primarily by adults who like to
work in a calm, quiet atmosphere. It no longer seems "user
friendly" for students or townspeople.
Students should work with
administrators to see what could
be done to make it a student
union once again. Why not ask
some of the people who used to
attend Eastern for ideas?
And as far as the townspeople
and visitors stopping by for coffee or to visit anyone at Eastern?
Maybe we could be given more
of a welcome, and the parking
signs that tell us we can 't park
anywhere near the campus could
be taken down. Whoever heard

Drug legalization
would destroy
the crime indust
Dear editor:
We don't dare legalize dru
The result would be a sha
drop in crime. And less crim
would in turn , result in signlfl
cant unemployment for many
people, such as police, lawy
investigators, judges, prison
jail employees, embalmers,
vision and newspaper crime
porters, providers of security
vices, street gang members,
bation and parole officers, e
gency medical personnel, m
cians and etc.
Please, let's not destroy th
thriving crime industry! Keep
drugs illegal.

Letter policf
The Daily Eastern News
encourages letters to the edit
concerning any local, state,
national or international issue.
Letters should be less than
350 words. For the letter to
printed, the name of the auth
in addition to the author's
address and telephone num
must be included. If necessary,
letters will be edited accordin
to length and space at the discretion of the edit page editor
editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not
printed.
If a letter has more than thr
authors, only _the names of the
first three will be printed.
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ATO nionitoring

erbian weapons
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) 1th the threat of NATO air strikes averted,
cekeepers Monday moved in to control the
aining Serb guns around Sarajevo while
lomats turned up the heat for a political
lement.
Immediate air strikes against remaining
rb artillery positions were unnecessary,
TO and United Nations officials said. But
TO warplanes flew over Sarajevo to moniSerb compliance.
Although some Serb guns remained in place
r the Monday 1 a.m. deadline, the Serbs
re credited with trying to comply with an
"matum that could have put NATO into
bat for the first time ever.
Any more shelling in Sarajevo would meet
"immediate military response," warned
. Jean Cot, commander of U.N. forces in
er Yugoslavia.
Monday's catchword - from Russians,
ericans and Europeans - was momentum:
e this halt in the siege of Sarajevo as a
el for a wider settlement in Bosnia, where

200,000 people are dead or missing in 22
months of war.
"The challenge," said President Clinton at a
White House news conference, "... is to build
on this week's progress and create a lasting
and workable peace for all the people of
Bosnia."
Clinton said the United States would renew
its efforts to help "reinvigorate the peace process," and that Russia would be a partner.
"We must not let this favorable moment
pass," Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev said during a visit in Hungary in which
he stressed the need for cooperation between
Moscow and the West on Bosnia.
Russia, traditionally pro-Serb, meanwhile
sent 400 troops to join U.N. peacekeepers in
Sarajevo, a move that apparently ensured the
Serbs' cooperation .
The Bosnian Serbs, who started the war
nearly two years ago in a bid to create a
"Greater Serbia" with neighboring Serb-dominated Yugoslavia, said Russia's stronger role
was welcomed.

Students cite
•
campus crimes
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer

Campus police are still
investigating two cases of
criminal damage to vehicles
that took place in parking lots
W and X last week, according
to police reports.
In the first incident, Priscilla Wininger, a secretary for
the minority affairs office, reported finding a large scratch
on the hood of her car on Feb.
16. Her car had been parked in
Parking Lot X next to Blair
Hall from 7:30 a.m. to 5:16
p.m.
An estimate of the damage
has not been obtained.
In the second case, a vehicle's driver's side tail light lens
was found broken on Feb. 18 at
12:30p.m.
The car, which was parked
in Parking Lot W across from
Taylor Hall, belonged to student Mary Dalton. Dalton told
police she parked the car at
the south end of the lot at
about 11 p.m. Feb. 17.
Police reported a black scuff
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217 LincolnAve
345-4954

Hours:
Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sun 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Tuesday at

U'\iarty's
Lunch Special:

Bacon Cheeseburger w!Marty 's Fries$1.'l!l

Double Stack $2.12 Triple Stack $2.22

All Bottles $1.~

Fall '94 Leasing Now
•Deluxe 3 Bedroom Apts.
•Great Location
•Fully Furnished
•11/2 Baths
•Garage Parking Available

Royal Heights Apartments
BLOTTER
mark below the broken tail
light, indicating the lens may
have been kicked.
Damage to the lens is estimated at $90.
Campus police are also
investigating an incident of
theft that took place in the
laundry room of Thomas Hall
sometime between Feb. 10 and
Feb.11.
Student Stephen Bein told
police he left two loads of laundry in dryers in the Thomas
Hall basement at 5 p.m. Feb.
10. Bein, who then left the residence hall, forgot about the
laundry.
When he returned at 11
a.m. the next morning, Bein
found one of the loads of clothing was missing. A search of
the area found no trace of the
laundry.
The stolen laundry was valued at $230.

Eastern to honor
top individuals
As part of Eastern's centennial celebration in September
1994, the university will
honor 100 individuals who
have made significant contributions to the university's
first 100 years.
Eastern is seeking nominations for the "Centennial
100," to pay tribute to those in
the university's history who
have contributed to its excellence.
Nominated individuals do
not have to be alumni, and
the awards may be given
posthumously.
The criteria for the awards
include any actions, activities
or accomplishments by the
nominee that have contributed to Eastern.
Nominations will remain
open until June 1. The final

NEED TO MAIL A PACKAGE?
Buy STAMPS?
SHIP A PACKAGE U.P.S.?

selection for the awards will
be decided by a blue-ribbon
panel of past Eastern presidents and President David
Jorns.
Recipients selected to
receive "Centennial 100" honors will be presented at a dinner in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The dinner
will mark the beginning of the
centennial celebration on
Friday, Sept. 9, 1994.
Transportation and lodging
costs will be the responsibility
of the recipient.
Nomination forms can be
picked up by contacting Bobbie Hilke, centennial coordinator, at the Brainard House,
600 Lincoln Ave.
- Staff report

1-800-521-6355 or 345-2784
1509 S. Second St., Champaign, II 61820

*SPECIAL*
' Small, · :

$2.99

348-5454
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$3:99
$4:99
Massive 20" XXLG

$9.99

Not Valid with any
other coupons or
Cheese Only. Add toppings or
specials
thick crust for only 50i each.

TRY OUR NEW HOT WINGS!

BIG l-IAT

February25
with Special Guest

1111

UNIVERSITY

!t~~~-

SWAIN

Rathskeller
Doors Open at 7 pm
Show starts at 8 pm
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Activist
denied
insanity
defense
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP)
- An activist accused of
killing an abortion doctor
won't be allowed to use an
insanity defense, a judge
ruled Monday during the
first day ofj~selection.
Michael F. Griffin, an
anti-abortion activist and
Christian fundamentalist,
is charged with firstdegree murder for the
March 10 shooting of Dr.
David Gunn.
Circuit Judge John
Parnham on Monday approved a deal in which the
state won't seek the death
penalty in exchange for
testimony from a jail official who overheard a .conversation between Griffin
and his wife.
Parnham also warned
that he would tolerate no
outbur.sts, showboating
politics in his courtroom.
After a defense attorney
complained about spectators wearing lapel pins,
Parnham said he was banning any items stating a
point of view from his
courtroom during the trial.
"This trial itself is not
an opportunity for a demonstration," Parnham
said. "The trial is not an
opportunity for a protest.
And this trial is not an.
opportunity for the lawyers to obtain exposure."
Gunn, 4 7, was shot
three times in the back
when he arrived at Pensacola Women's Medical
Services to perform abor·
tions while a protest was
being held on the opposite
side of the clinic.
Griffin, 32, had wanted
to to use an insanity defense.
Prosecutors argued that
defense should not be allowed because Griffin, on
his lawyers' advice, refused to be examined by a
state mental health expert.
Of the 146 prospective
jurors who were called in
Monday, 36 were excused
for health, employment or
other personal reasons.
The others filled out a
questionnaire, and 35
were asked to return
Tuesday for questioning
by lawyers. Others were to
be called back in later in
the week.
Parnham has ordered
that prospective jurors be
identified only by number,
and that they be questioned in private on abortion-related matters to
protect their privacy. He
feared they could be embarrassed or endangered
by their responses to such
questions.
The judge said he expected jury selection to
take about five days and
the rest of the trial at least
seven days.
He has ordered that the
jury be sequestered.

or

FCC to order

cable rate cut
WASHINGTON (AP) Responding to complaints that
its first attempt to cut cable
television rates didn't work,
the Federal Communications
Commission is expected to
order another reduction this
week.
It's not yet clear how much
the rates for service and equipment will be cut when the
commission meets Tuesday.
But cable industry executives
said rate cuts could range from
5 percent to as much as 15 percent.
When the FCC adopted
cable price rules last April, it
predicted that rates for regulated services would go down
at least 10 percent for twothirds of the 57 million cable
subscribers.
Some did. Other rates went
up - an unintended consequence of the regulations,
which cover virtually all
11,000 cable systems, the FCC
has said.
The 1992 Cable Act gave the
FCC authority to oversee rates
for channels not included in
the basic package - channels
like ESPN and MTV - and any
· special equipment needed to
·deliver these channels.
Rates for premium services,
such as HBO, are not regulated.
Basic service generally consists of broadcast signals and

~~'
public, educational and governmental access channels,
and a few cable channels, such
as CNN. Rates for that service
are regulated by local governments, who also regulate rates
for more common equipment,
such as convertor boxes and
remote controls.
FCC economists and attorneys were refining the new
rate structure late last week
anri none would discuss either
th~Jsize or scope of the expected cuts.
What the economists has
been wrestling with is how
best to estimate what price a
local cable system would
charge if it had competition.
Only 3 percent of the nation's
cable systems compete with
another cable provider.
Cable rates were virtually
unregulated until Congress in
1992 directed the FCC to craft
a rate structure that was unveiled last April.
Not only was there no regulation, there were no records of
what cable companies were
charging, which has made it
difficult to determine a fair
rate structure.

Gaining gi-ound
With new future, South
Africans look to the land
DRIEFONTEIN, South
Africa (AP) - Apartheid
reduced blacks in this cattleand-corn country to trading
their labor for little more than
permission to live on the corner of a white man's fann.
Now the old ways are ending and farm workers are
dreaming of a new life.
"When I will have my own
farm, I'll have my own livestock, my own crops. I'll live
well," Abel Ngosi said as he
pondered his future in this
small fanning town.
Laws that denied blacks the
right to own property have disappeared. And the African
National Congress, expected to
lead the government after the
country's first all-race election
April 26-28, vows to transfer
30 percent of the nation's 300
million acres of farm land to
blacks in the nex:t six years.
But major obstacles remain
between Ngosi, a tenant fann
worker, and the fann he hopes
to own one day. Few whites are
willing to give up the land they
won under apartheid, and few
blacks have the means to
strike out on their own.
"I took over from my father
as a farm worker," Ngosi said,
speaking through a Zulu
translator. "My father's been
working so long. And I have
been, too. (But) the fact that
these fanners are paying us so
little prevents us from buying
land."
Some black farm workers
don't even receive wages, just a
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a small plot ,

The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus
Now Leasing for Fall '94

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
Q

1,2, &. 3 Bedroom
Dishwashers
Furnished Units
Balconies
Free Trash &. Parking
Laundry
Central AC
Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. # 10
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F

AND SAVE AN ACHY BREAKY HEAR'J!

Free T-Shirts

EIU vs. SIU

"The Blood Battle"
Tuesday, Feb. 22
Wednesday, Feb. 23
Thursday, Feb. 24
For transportation to the blood

Grand
room
LK U erslty Union

+

''M

y father's
been working so
long. And I have
been, too. (But) the
fact that these
farmers are paying
us so little prevents
us from buying
land."

~ercen~.of the land.
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American
Red.Cross

$119

Glasses
& Soft
Contacts

-AbelNgosi
South African farmer
of land for their own vegetables.
Ngosi, 28, has spent most of
his life working on fanns. But
he and his extended family of
11 were recently served an
eviction notice.
"The farmer just decided to
say to me, 'There's no more
money to pay you. You must
leave,"' he said.
In making redistribution a
priority, the ANC is acknowledging that black hunger for
land helped drive the campaign against apartheid. But
reformers also have had to
acknowledge white desire to
keep the land.
Even if the goal of transferring 30 percent of fann land is
met, most land would still be
in the hands of whites, who
only comprise about 12 percent
of the population but own 85

11 am - 5 pm
11 am - 5 pm
11 am - 5 pm
drive, call 581-311 8

$1

Soft
Contacts
Includes Exam

/3

IFF

Complete
Glasses

Call341-ll
From Mattoon: 235-03
2 Blocks East Of Old Ma
904 E. Lincoln Chariest
Dr. Steven H. Lane O.D
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emocrats gear up for debate
SPRINGFIELD (AP) en three leading Demotic candidates for governor
e the stage Tuesday, expect
land Burris and Richard
elan to team up against
wn Clark Netsch's tax proal.
Strategists for Phelan and
rris said the candidates
· use the scheduled 7 p.m.
io forum - the first to be
adcast statewide - to tell
rs what they think Netsch
t out of the commercials
ere she makes tricky pool
ots and says she is a
'ght shooter.
But their message could be
rrupted by another Demotic candidate, Jim Gierach,
o is demanding to be inded in the three-way deat the state Capitol.
Gierach, who has garnered
s than 10 percent support
two recent media polls,
wed up uninvited last Frifor a debate between the
e three candidates. It was
celed after he joined them
stage and refused to leave.
If the debate goes as scheded, N etsch will have to

Tax issue threatens
to corral candidate
SPRINGFIELD (AP) The latest campaign ads in
the Democratic race for governor have turned into a tax
tussle.
Cook County Board President Richard Phelan contends in a television ad that
opponent Dawn Clark
Netsch's proposed a $2.5 billion tax increase would be
the largest in state history.
He also said the state
comptroller voted 50 times
to increase property taxes
and that she's talking about
taxing personal services
such as haircuts.
Netsch said the ad is misleading and demanded Phe-

lan pull it.
Here's what the record
says.
Netsch's proposal would
be the largest tax increase
in Illinois history. But she
points out that $1 billion of
the revenue raised would be
targeted for property tax
relief, to reduce the total
burden on some taxpayers.
In the Senate, N etsch
voted to authorize nonhome rule governments to
raise property taxes, as did
a majority of other legislators. Local governments
couldn't have done that
without legislative approv- ,
al.

defend the cornerstone of her
campaign: Her proposal for a
$2.5 billion income tax increase to help schools and
offer property tax relief. The
increase would be the largest

in state history.
N etsch's ads don't tell voters about the tax increase but
encourage people to write for
a copy of the plan. She does
outline the tax increase dur-

ing her campaign stops.
N etsch, the state's comptroller, said $1 billion of the
proceeds would be earmarked
for education, $1 billion for
property tax relief and $500
million to provide a progressive income tax exemption for
low-and middle-income families.
"People have not asked the
important questions about
N etsch's tax increase," said
Don Rashid, a spokesman for
Burris, the state's attorney
general. "For one, how will it
affect renters who will not be
entitled to property tax relief?"
Phelan campaign manager
Eric Adelstein said Phelan,
the Cook County board president, will stress that the
N etsch doesn't tell voters
about the tax increase in her
ads.
Netsch is the natural target
since she has made marked
gains on Burris, the early
front runner, in recent polls.
The surveys by the Chicago
Tribune and Copley News
Service showed Phelan trailing.
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!WHAT'S COOKIN'I
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TODAY'S
SPECIALS

• Homemade chicken
& noodles with real
mashed potatoes,
vegetable and
wnole wheat roll
•Italian beef on a sub
bun with soup or
salad
• Broccoli, mushroom
and cheese omelette
with soup and muffin

Scrumptious Desserts
Fresh Baked Muffins
Daily Breakfast Specials
409 7th St.• 345-7427

DOZEN RED ROSES
$14.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED

FREE Stu's $CASH'$ until 9:30
Thursday Don't miss the alternative band

from Chicago: TAR with GOAT BOY!!
.·.· 'Q iso
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3-PIECE
DINNER
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ALPHA PHI'S
who reached academic excellence for the fall semester of 1993

4.0
Michelle Acaley
Kristy Hohulin
Patty Lakin
Amy Sciaccotta
Lara Zerante

3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

LUNCH

'

Congratulations to the

$235
2-PIECE $200

Zima.
Bottles
~

2-pc. chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Que Ribs
•Livers & Gizzards
•Fish Sandwiches

3.5. 3.99
Angie Paul
Ellen Schovanec
Maureen Shereck
Kristi Vilet
Tracey Weller
Amy Ward

Stephanie Cantrell
Jennifer Celestino
Amy Duncan
Carrie Iannella
Cristi Kelman
Melissa Megginson

3.0. 3.49
JOIN US 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST
Complete Menu 5-11 a.m.

Ask about our
CATERING • 345-6424

Barbeque Pork Ribs
Served Daily!
1305 Lincoln
Avenue
Charleston,

Illinois

Anna Abbeduto
Danielle Aguirre
Lisa Bertellotti
Brenda Broniec
Anne Byrkit
Amy Carter
Rachelle Chevalier
Kari Dabrowski
Cara Erck
Janet Erdman
Debi Gagliardo
Jodi Garrett
Alexis Genetski
Lori Girardini

Krista Kadar
Tonya Kreke
Michelle Kunkle
Sanna Mack
Kerri Maddox
Michelle Manning
Carey McCaleb
Lara McCluskey
Kelly McKeown
Emily O'Leary
Christine Olivetti
Jenny Parker
Nicole Patton
Randee Price

Missy Quinn
Jordan Rabin
Devon Rawles
Krista Saputo
Jill Slavens
April Smidt
Bridget Solon
Kim Weller
Shannon Willen

CL.U!JtiIPmn
AD-VEBTllJilWG

POLICY
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion . Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A correct ed ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is su bject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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"My Secretary" Resumes', letters,
and papers. For appointment,
Call 345-6807 after 4p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ea M/R 5/5
GET MONEY FAST... ELECTRONICALLY FILE YOUR
TAXES AT TOKENS AND MAILBOXES
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ca2122
Willing to clean houses and do
various odd jobs. Call Andrea .
345-4730.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK!
Stay on the beach in a NEW tropical oceanfront Motel! Well located - AAA rated . Flamingo Inn you ' ll love it. Call 1-800-6820919.
-------,-----,3/11
CANCUN MEXICO: Stay at the 5Star Oasis Cancun and party with
4,000 other college students!! 7
nights and 8 days the flight
departs March 18 at 6:00 PM out
of Chicago O ' Hare $649 .00
COMPLETE PRICE (including
departure taxes .) Lower priced
packages are also available.
CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 and
ask for ANDY
----------,..,..,..,~2125
SPRING BREAK '94 - JAMAICA from $469, CANCUN - from $469
Other destinations available:
Daytona & Panama City Beach.
Call Student Travel Services
@800-648-4849 or Bill @3481479 for more information.
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HELP W .lNTED
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AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE WORLD
FREE (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
HAWAII, AND MORE!) HURRY!
BUSY SPRING AND SUMMER
SEASONS
RAPIDLY
APPROACHING . FREE STUDENT TRAVEL CLUB MEMBER"S HIP! (919) 929-4398 EXT.
C210
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2125

L-

L

SKI RESORT JOBS . Up to
$2,000+in salary & benefits.
Ski/ Snowboard instructors, lift
operators, wait staff, chalet staff,
+ other positions (including summer). OVER 15,000 OPENINGS.
For information call :(206)6340469 ext.V5738
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ca3/7-3/1 O
Bartenders and waitresses.
Brian's Place, 2100 Broadway,
Mattoon - 234-4151
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _2125

Place a 10 word Rides/Riders Ad
for ONLY $1 . And we'll run it for 5
DAYS without any changes or
cancellations.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00

GREEKS & CLUBS EARN $50 $250 FOR YOURSELF plus up to
$500 for your club! This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts one
week. Call now and receive a free
gift. 1-800-932-0528, Ext.65
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca2122
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS: In
the Rockies near Vail, ANDERSON CAMPS seeks caring,
enthusiastic, dedicated, patient
individuals who enjoy working
with children in an outdoor setting .
Counse lors,
Cooks ,
Wranglers , Riding Instructors,
and Nurses . Interviews on
February 23rd. Sign up, get application at Career Planning and
Placement. Questions? Call us at
(303) 524-7766.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _.2122
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Many earn
$2 ,000+/mo . in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. For info. call : 1-206-5454155 ext. A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
EDUCATION MAJORS to nanny
for six children in Ellingham.
Three summer positions available: 1 full-time (M-F), 2 part-time
(weekends). Only serious need
apply. Send resume and references to 38 N Lakewood Dr.,
Effingham, II 62401
- - - - - - - - , - -3118
Accepting applications for circulation Department. Apply in person
at 127 Buzzard Bldg.
2122

Band Looking for vocalist. Call
345-5234. Leave a message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2123

:i Daily Eastem News
Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

Ad to read:

2-3 female dog and cat lovers to
occupy 2 bedrooms in a 4 BR,
1400 sq. ft. apt. One BR available
day after graduation. The other
available 6-16-94. Utilities plus,
rent of $175/mo. on 12 month
lease or $210 me.on 10 month
lease. Ph. Leigh at 345-5523.
10% discount for rent paid in
advance.
- - - - - - - . . , - - - -·2125
2 NON-SMOKERS needed to
share house on 2nd St. for '94-95
school yr. $160/mo. Call 3457199.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 2125
1 male non-smoker for 94-95
year. 185 per ·mo. for 10 mo. +
utilities. Right near campus. Call
Mike 348-5691
2/22

----------

Sublessor needed for Su 94.
Have own room . Excellent
Location. Call Tracey 348-5872
---------,.,.,-,--,=:~3/4
Sublessor needed IMMEDIATELY. 2 Blocks from campus. $150
+ utilities. Call 345-3387. Ask for
Aleka.
---------,,---=2/25
Summer 94: 2 BR apt Park Place,
3-4 people Call 348-5902
- - - - - - - - - - , -·2123
Desperately Seeking Sublessor
for roomy 1 bedroom apt.
Available March 15. Call 3459178
--------,--~3/14
Brittany Ridge: Completely
Furnished 2
non-smoking
females to share end. unit - complete with 3 baths, central air,
dishwasher, washer-dryer, closets
galore. 10 mo. lease $185 + utilities. Summer openings also available 345-7314

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _318

28 Actress
Sommer
1 John Denver's
31
Shares
"Christmas in
36 Feared test
"
6 "Tuna-Fishing" 38Troubles
40Weaken
painter
41 1955 Sinatra hit
10Among
44
Improve
14"- - Eyes"
45Rig
(1969 song)
46Shut off
15 Actor Richard
47 Beachwear
18 Bounty rival
49 Relax
17 Refinement
51 Audit
18 Witticisms
conductor, for
19Vigor
short
20 1950 Sinatra hit 52 Guy's date
23 West Bank org. 54 Eternity
56 1961 Sinatra hit
24 "Justa - - "
64 "Warm"
25 Three strokes.
85 Minnow eater
perhaps

ACROSS

Under Classification of:-- - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:

O Cash

O Check

0

Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer Soup and Scripture ton·
6 p.m. in the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold Sacrament of Pen
tonight from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Ce~ter.
.
E.A.R.T.HJSEAC MEETING will be tonight at 7 p.m. 1n room
Blair Hall.
PRE·LAW CLUB weekly meeting will be tonight at 3:30 p.
Coleman Hall.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Sorority, Inc will hold a 4 O'Clock Club from
p.m. Feb. 25 at the Afro-American Cultural Center.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a P.R. Black History Month
Meeting tonight at 5 p.m. on the Walkway of the Martin Luther Ki
University Union.
PRSSA MEETING WILL be tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Kansas R
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a Black History Month
Night tonight from 7:30-9 p.m. at the Black House.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Rush Committee Meeting
at 9 p.m. in the Lobby of Lawson Hall.
NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL Honorary will have a weekly
tonight at 6 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin
King Jr. University Union.
.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN Resource Management speaker meeting
be tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 228 of Coleman Hall.
NATURAL TIES MEETING will be tonight at 4:30 p.m. will the p
be announced. This is a mandatory meeting for all sororities, caH
for more information.
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. will have a "How do you love a
man or woman?" forum tonight at 7 p.m. in Thomas Hall.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR Christ will have a Bible Study tonight at
p.m. in Room 017 of Lumpkin Hall.
ORDER OF OMEGA will meet tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Kansas
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
GREEK WEEK AIRBAND committee meeting will be tonight at 7
in the Walkway of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
PANTHER PREVIEW PLANNING Committee .will be tonight at 3
· in the Casey Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will have a regular meeting tonight at 5 p.
Room 108 of Buzzard Building.
THE LESBIAN, GAY, Bisexual and Allies Union will hold its
meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 228 of Coleman Hall.
.
BLACK STUDENT UNION deadline for the essay contest 1s t
Room 316 of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will hold its weekly meeting tonight at&
in the Kansas Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION meeting will be to .
7 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall. Formal attire.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL will have its weekly meeting tonighl
p.m. in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Un'
Union.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONt;
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be sub ·
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday sh
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER D .
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clrp
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips
edited for available space.

66 Driving hazard
88 Petruchio's

mate
69 Shillelagh land
10 1Oth-day-of-

Christmas gift
71 Swerve
72 Henna and
others
73Follow
36

DOWN
1 Blue-chip
symbol
2 Lively dance
3 Chihuahua
change
4 Bar. in law
5 Compass part
8 Half begun?
7 Excited
8 Stucco backing
9 Foot part
10Swear
11 Ryun's run
12 Basil's
successor
13 Niels Bohr, e.g.
21 The Man
Without a
Country
22 More aloof
25 Propels a
gondola
26Bouquet
27 Bird "perched
upon a bust of
Pallas"
29Toddlers
30 Dramatist Rice

41
44
47

64

68
71

32 Goddess of
discord
33 Raccoon kin
34 Lawn tool
35 Is apparent
37 Impart
39 Ditto
42Saw
43 Elevated
48 Stood up
50 Kind of switch
53 Distrustful

55 Run site

60 Pennsylvania

56 Prepares the
presses
57 Plumber's
concern
SB Behind
59Ale

port
61 Roadhouses
62 They go into
locks
63 Relative of
Hindustani
67 Volte-face W

EEBRlJARY
P.M.
WTW0·2
6:00 Inside Edition
6:30 Cops
7:00 Dateline NBC
7:30
8:00 Jackson Family
8:30
9:00
9:30
1 0: 00 News
10:30 Jay Leno

WCIA·3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

WGN-16 9C

WILL·12

LIFE-38

DISC·33

WEIU·9 51

TBS·18

News
Entmt Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Major Dad
College Basketball: Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved Mysteries Roseanne
Cheers

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

Griffith
Hillbillies

Winter Olympics

Full House
Phenom

Illinois at Miichigan

Murder, She Wrote

Movie: Predator 2
Rider2010

Nova

Sisters

Encounters:The UFO
Conspiracy

Terra X
Treasure Hunters

Little House

Movie:Perry
Mason

Boxing:Tubbs-Po'uha
(heavyweights)

Frontline

Movie:The Plot
to Kill Httler

Front Page

Invention
Next Step

Bonanza

College Basketball:

Star Trek:
Next Generation

How the West
Was Lost

News
American/Wholey

Star Trek

TerraX
Treasure Hunters

Red Green
Movie

Roseanne
Coach
NYPD Blue
News
David

News
Married...

USA·26

Arkansas at
Georgia
SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

News

Saddam's Latest War

Night Court
Prime Suspect

Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved Myst

Fox·8 55

Movie: Perry
Mason

TUES9
LHMIFIED !.DTERTIMING
DAY
FEB. 22, 1994

TllEDllU'EdmwNEM

Sublessors needed for
r - Royal Heights 176/mo.
7 (Brian or John)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _2125
rm Furnished House
IDryer, Barroom Close to
Call 728-2035 or 728Afler 6 pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _2128
ENT: NEED TWO COLWOMEN TO SHARE
E ROOM IN CHARMING
HOME. 12 BLOCKS EIU.
CH (UTILITIES INCLUD1814 HOLLY/MINDY

~------·~2

St. - 2 BR APT. clean,
intained, A/C, off street
- $320/Month/12 months
person) 201 Buchanan
STIX) - 2 BR APT, (A/C,
aher/dryer),
rson/month/10 months.

--------'2125
ssor needed for Su 94.
+utilities. Call 345-5282
------~2128

Uy decorated house for 8
uding washer and dryer
lawn. 1508 - 1st St, 2
N. of O'Brien field. Aug 1lease. $180.00 per person
- you pay your own utiliCall 345-2113 Eads Realty
or Charlotte.
~------5/6
sing for Fall. McArthur
Apartments two-bedroom
ad apartments. 913-917
St. 345-2231.
--,-----.,-----5/6
ICAL! $135.00 per permonth. (lowest price near
I) 3 bdrm apt for 3 perAug. 1 to June 1 lease. 2
N. of EIU, partially fur. Call 345-2113 Eads
for Charlotte or Jan.
IApts.)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/6
A SAVINGS! Heat, lights,
trash and air conditioning
ad! 4 1/2 blocks from
s (behind Pizza Hut). 1
apts. 1 person - 1 bdnm.
per month, 2 persons - 1
. $185.00 each . 11 1/2
lease. Aldo Roma Apts,
5-2113 Eads Realty for
e or Jan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __c516
G APTS FOR FALL close
. Excellent cond. no pets.
Sat. 9-12 345-7286
.,..---,---,.-,-...,...-,---=-5/6
m furnished Apts. For 3
pie. Dishwasher garbage
, trash pick up and park. Call 345-2363
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2-00
m house for girls Aug 1
1 lease Call after 5 pm
oNo Pets
P.....-..,.-,..---,--...,..,.-,.-,--2122
LEASING FOR FALL.
nt rentals, 1 & 2 bedroom
nts, furnished or unfur348-7746.

lvin

and

SUMMER ONLY TWO/THREE
BEDROOM HOUSES EXCELLENT CONDITION. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. VERY REASONABLE.
348-5032
----------~14
Women Only-Rooms for Rent in
large house. Very clean. Close to
campus. All sessions avail.
$200.00 per mo. incl. utilities. Pat
Novak (708)789-3772

----------~1

Furnished 6 bedroom house, 2
bath available 8-1-94 for 94-95
school year no pets 1 1/2 block
from EIU. 175 per bedroom per
month. Security deposit split utilities Call 348-8620
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122
Apts & Houses for 1 person to 9
people All locations close to campus. Call 349-8374/leave message. For 94-95 school year.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/2
Renting Houses for Fall 94-95 all
close to EIU. For 2 people to 5
people. Leave message or call
Marilyn at 345-3554 4:00-8:00pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2128
Very nice partially furnished 1 1/2
bedrooms mobile home for 1 person. Quiet trailer court. Water and
garbage included in Rent. $260 270 per month. 345-4508
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2123
Furnished 3 bedroom apt w/private entrance $500 month. Share
utilities 1 1/2 block from EIU .
Security deposit required plus
lease. No pets Call 348-8620
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122
Quiet Responsible Females (Pet
owners considered) to share 5
BR Apt. Lg. LR, Kitchen, 2
Baths, Low utilities. Ph-Leighe
345-5523
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/18
Very Nice Roomy 2 Bedroom
Mobile home for 2 people. Water
and garbage included in Rent.
$160 each for two. 345-4508
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2123
Need 4 or 5 girls for well maintained student house 1 1/2 Block
from Old Main 1994 Academic
Year 348-8406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
1 apt. furnished across from campus 2 bdrm. house close to campus. No pets. Available Fall 1994.
Call 345-3059
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
4 or 5 BEDROOM HOUSES AND
ONE BEDROOM APTS. NOW
RENTING FOR NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR - 345-5728
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2124
FOR LEASE-LARGE 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR THIS
SUMMER OR 94-95 SCHOOL
YEAR. CALL 345-3664
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/4
6 bedroom house-6 person max.
165/mon.-10 mon lease - 1 block
from square - Call after 6:00pm
345-3411 or 345-7553
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
2 GIRLS FOR 2 BR HOUSE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 10 MO
LEASE WASHER & DRYER
$450 MO. 1520 12th St. 3457553
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/11

2 bdrm townhouses and 1 bdrm
apartments still available. Call
345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6

3' female Boa Constrictor CB'93
$150 Call 345-9286 leave message.
---------~2122
TICKETS FOR SUNS VS PACERS GAME ON 3/16/94. CALL
CHAS. REC. DEPT AT 345-6897.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122
TICKETS FOR BULLS VS PACERS GAME ON 4/8/94. CALL
CHAS. REC. DEPT AT 345-6897
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122
New formal dress. $150.00 OBO
Size 8-10 Shelley 581-2329
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2125
Olympic Weight Set . Barbell
Weights - 365 lbs. Bar - 2000 lb.
cap. Bench, squat rack, curl bar,
$600 Call 268-3788
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2128
YAMAHA DX27S SYNTHESIZER
MUST SELL $275.00 OBO.
LEAVE MESSAGE 348-0813
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2124

MICHAEL ABRAHAMS: YOUR
WALLET WAS FOUND IN BUZZARD BUILDING. PLEASE
COME TO STUDENT PUBLICATIONS TO CLAIM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122
LOST A blue backpack containing notes and a pair of gloves on
2/7 Please Call Todd 345-5833
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2123
FOUND: A pair of black wire
framed glasses. Come to Student
Publications to claim
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2123
FOUND: Black coin purse .
Identify at Student Publication
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2123
LOST: Drivers License and ID
card. If found please call Dawn
Oswald at 581-3338
---------~2123
LOST: Green DZ pullover jacket
and keys. Please call 348-7886
---------~2123

CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GUARANTEED!
Recorded message gives details.
345-2629, ext. 112 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____c5/6
Only 20 tanning days left before
Spring Break, get ready. Order
your new bikini and purchase 13
sessions for $35.00 Jamaican
Tan 348-0018 410 7th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122
Money for College Available,
regardless of grades or economics. Millions unclaimed.
Recorded message gives details.
348-0091
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123
Dear Mel, Good luck on your
play. You're doing a great job. Me
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122

Hobbes

Come see EIU's 10th Annual
Mock Trial on Tuesday Feb.
22,1994 at 7:00pm in CH 120. All
are invited to watch our mock trialers try this "case" involving a
Burned Statute, a "Crazed Drop
out" a vicious minister, and the
removal of a strange group of
people from Antarctica!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122
Clean your closets! Donations
needed for huge, February 26
rummage sale to raise funds for
future Charleston Planned
Parenthood. Pick up available.
Call Devon at 581-6305. Please
leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca2/18-23,25
Attention All Students: The EIU
Mock Trial Team will have a public mock trial on Feb. 22 at
7:00pm Room 120 of Coleman
Hall. Extra Credit will be given for
Dr.Leigh's classes
---------~2122
JANA FREESE: CONGRATULATIONS ON ACTIVATION c YOUR
PARENTS ARE PROUD. LOVE,
MOM & DAD
---------~2122
Tim and Shane: Congratulations
on going active Saturday. Your
roommate, Dean
--,---------2122
HEY: If you know PAM QUADE,
wish her a Happy Birthday! She's
22 today!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122
DAN
SHANAHAN:
Congratulations on becoming
PRESIDENT of SIGMA Pl. We're
so happy for you! The LADIES
OF ALPHA PHI.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122
To The Ladies of ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA: Congratulations on a
successful state day! From THE
LADIES OF ALPHA PHI.
---------~2122
FADED LEVIS! FLANNEL!
FUNKY CLOTHES! WHERE?
"JUST SPENCE'S" 1148 SIXTH
ST OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 1-5 PM WE BUY! 345-1469
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2124
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!! Party! Panama City
$129.00, Daytona $169.00, Key
West
$279.00,
Bahamas
$389 .00,
Jamaica/Cancun
$469.00, Padre $279.00. Quality
Accommodations, Free Drink
Parties! ENDLESS SUMMER 1800-234-7007.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/12
Bryan Bade & Melissa Loggia:
Thanks for making activation
night Great! Let's play Leap Frog
again soon. DZ Love, Your Kiddo
Jen
---------~2/22
To The Ladies of Alpha Sigma
Alpha, If only every weekend
were like this past weekend. Let's
do it again soon! Love, The Men
·
of Sigma Nu.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122
Dear
Phi
Beta
Chi:
Congratulations on getting top
GPA of all the sororities. Keep up
the great work, Yours always,
Spicoli
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122

Dear Pam: Happy Birthday!
Thanx for being the best AG
Mom. Remember you're not getting older, you're getting better!
Love, Spicoli
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __)2122
SIGMA CHI'S - Grab your dates
and head to Mom's tonight!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2122
To the students, staff at the
Recreation Center and the
Library in appreciation for their
gracious assistance rendered
during the distressful time of the
death of Mr. Sat. Narang. Mrs.
B. Narang and family
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122
Dan Drews: Thanks for putting up
with me and for being there on
my activation night. It meant a lot.
DZ love, Jen
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122
You only need 4 things for Spring
Break. The Bikini your morn
hates, Liquid Refreshment,
Barefoot Shoes and a Jamaican
Tan, All new Bulls - 410 7th St.
348-0018
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2125
TIFFANY XANOS FEELS SO
PROUD AND LUCKY TO HAVE
THE SAME BIRTHDAY AS
PAMELA LEBER. COME OUT
AND HELP CELEBRATE THEIR
GOLDEN BIRTHDAYS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22
The men of SIGMA NU would like
to thank Bill Doss for a great Job
with College of Chapters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122
TERESA PARKER: CONGRATS
ON ACTIVATION. YOU'RE A
GREAT TURTLE KID. LOVE
MINDIE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122

AMY BECKMAN: CONGRATS
ON DOING YOUR VERY BEST
IN SWIMMING. YOU WORKED
VERY HARD AND IT SHOWED.
CAN'T WAIT UNTIL TOMORROW NIGHT. LOVE NICOLE
---------~2122
Pam Leber: Happy Birthday!
Tonight is the night. Revenge is
so Sweet! Love, Tiffany
---------~2122
ROB BAKER of DELTA TAU
DELTA: Congratulations on your
activation! Your Mom is so proud
of you! Love, Jodie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122
AMY
MILLER
OF
AST:
Congratulations on being active
of the week. Your sisters appreciate all the hard work you put into
being a great AST President. Tau
love, your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122
ATTENTION ALL EIU STUDENTS: The ladies of Alpha
Sigma Tau invite you to our
Midday Madness on Saturday,
February 26th from 1-6pm at
Stus. Tickets are $1.00.
---------~2122
The men of SIGMA NU would like
to thank Marc Sullivan for a great
job with College of Chapters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122
The men of SIGMA NU would like
to thank the ladies of ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA for the good time
at the function on Saturday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122
PAM LEBER AND TIFFANY
XANOS: Who's going to be the
first one hugging the toilet
tonight? Happy 22nd Birthday!
Love Kerry
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2122

NEED A GREAT
BIRTHDAY
SURPRISE?

.

Put a Photo and a Message
~

ID

~,

The .Daily Bastem !Yews
on your friend's special day

4..2

ONLY
:Oeadli.ne i,s 3 business days

before the ad should run

You WANT to GO,
You NEED to Go,
You HAVE to Go,
but. .. you Have NO CASH!
The Daily Eastern News Spring Break Classifieds
can turn those unwanted items into Spring Break CASH!

by Bill Watterson
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"This may be used only by Students, Faculty and Staff selling personal ttems.
Does not apply to any commercial enterprises. Good through February only.
(No refunds or credits on canceled ads). Student ads must be paid in
advance. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. NO EXCEPTIONS. The News
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
7Ht; FACl5 AR& 7H/736-: ON OR
A80IJT I?eCeMBeR 21, 1993,
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10 words

Message:

0

15 words

0

20 words

Dates to run _ _ __

(one word per line)
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Person accepting a d - - - - - - - - - - - -- - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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:L ILL EYH AMMER,
Norway (4\P)
. The
Am~J;icans

finally .won a

game.

Winning their fir~t Olympic .hockey medalcsince
their gold in 1980 will be
much tougher.

The United States started
the spark theyd be~n

wi~h

missing and beat Italy 7-~
w Monday night to clinch the
& •

last playoff spot.
Theyll fa.ce Finland) ~he
oril;x. unbeaten and untied
~~ :iq a quarterjinal Wednesday. ·
The.Americans (1-1-3) left
little. doubt they'd win a
game they only needed to tie
jn order to advance. Only ·a
victory*'wbuld have kept
, alive an ltalia
m(l~4)

;$: compos~d

%1

}f
,,;~.,

hocR:ey
lead at 14:31.

The victory followed
Canada's 3·2 win over unbeaten Sweden and Slovakia's &-2 victory over Fra·
nee and completed the pairings for the single-elimina~
t ion meda,1 rouP.d.

McDowell: 'I'm done with So
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - Cy
Young Award winner Jack
McDowell arrived for his first
day of spring training Monday
and made one promise for the
1994 season - it will ;.;~ his
last with the Chicago White
Sox.
"It's a guarantee. I won't be
back next year," McDowell

With less than two min·
utes left, a fan .began chanting, "W~ want Finland. We
want Finland.~ Finland (5-0)
has allowed only 64 shots

imd has outscored, opp9l'.l.ents
25-4. The other quarterfinAl
matchups in the wide-open

tou111ament are Slovakia·
Canada-Czech Rep..
ublic and Sweden-Germany.
I~~lJail goalie. David Pel·
fino~ a native of.Medford,
Mass., stood between the
A.mericims and. tlieiJ: ·medaj
:hopes: Np~fot lol).g. 'He "was
Russia~.

·re~J,aceq,. byHruno · C~

aft;~f"§~.cep~~ gqaj ;ipade

The Daily Eastern Ne

22, 1994

said, one day after losing his
second arbitration hearing in
the last three years.
The lanky McDowell, wearing a smiley face on his dark
T-shirt and sporting closely
cropped hair and his familiar
goatee, reported to camp a
rich man. Even though he lost
his salary arbitration hearing,

• From Page 12

"We got too much individual play and we
needed to get some team play, but we just
had some shots that we needed to go down
for us."
Eastern began chipping away at the lead
however, and after a Troy Collier transition
layup and a Michael Slaughter free throw,
the Panthers had pulled to within 60-51 with

t From Page 12
fuel to the Lady Panther
machine has been sophomore
Tourrie Frazier.
Frazier has been on a tear
as of late, scoring 24 points in
the Youngstown State contest
while getting a team and
career-high of 16 rebounds
against Cleveland State.
• Saturday's game against
Wright State will be an impor-

he will make $5.3 mill
rather than the $6.5 m'
he sought.
McDowell said he w
upset with what he'll be
just frustrated that, u
most Chicago starters, he
does not have a long-term
tract. He'll be a free a
after the World Series.

5 minutes, 34 seconds remaining.
The Crusaders slammed the door
there though. Schmidt hit a baseline j
and Ensminger scored on a layup to
Valparaiso up 64-51 with 2:30 left.
From there, Valpo hit six free throws
the stretch, and Eastern had its t
straight loss on the road.
Freshman guard Johnny Moore led
ern with 17 points off the bench.

tant one for the Lady Panthers.
Not only would it give
Eastern its third conference
win in a row, but it would give
the Lady Panthers an excellent shot at the Mid-Continent
Conference Tournament next
month.
The top eight teams qualify
for the post-season tourney. A
win against Wright State
would leave the Lady Panthers

just one game behind
Raiders.
Two conference g
against the Universit
Illinois-Chicago and
paraiso University rem ·
both squads. With a win
Wright State, those con
could prove who will
DeKalb for the post-se
tournament on March 10.
- Compiled by Dan

PHI GAMMA NU
LEINENKUGEL
PITCHERS

$3.50
Hours:
5 p.m.- 1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
4 p.m.-1 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
509 VanBuren
345-2380

Would like to Congratulate
the Following Members on Going Active
Dan Alber
Maureen Ancheta
Nathan Aslinger
Jennifer Baum
Michael Biester
Scott Bryant
Christian Cyr
Neely Doubet
Dana Drury
Tricia Hartke

r

Philadelphia (PG13) 7:00, 9:30

~11) :11,lf;\Yi
Daily Special
Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink and Chips

3. 9

• We Honor Any
Competitor's Coupon
• Double Stamps On
Sub Club Cards
Every Mon. & Tues.
636 W. Lincoln
348-SUBS

Janna Henry
John Huber
Lisa Johnson
Shana Kemper
Travis Kuntz
Amy Lyle
Pamela McNamara
Michelle Myers
Jerrimy Nacke
Emily Pritchett

Jessica Shepard
Carrie Sims
Vickie Sommese
Krupal Swami
Heather Ulrici
Craig Young

PHI GAMMA NU
~

~

WISHES THE BEST OF LUCK TO ITS
SPRING 1994 PLEDGES
Chris Alexander
Tim Backs
George Banaszak
John Betts
Penny Broga
Gina Candeloro
Christine Casey
Jodi Cheek
Carson Cradduck
Marty Dohrty
Erica Friedrich
Jon Gall
Tracey Garrity
Frank Graff

David Hanania
Jason Howard
Alison Maddox
Scott McGeorge
Stephen Mefford
Carol Melo
Tamara Morris
David Muehling
Tammy Mullins
Beth Myers
Mike Norder
Shelley Peyton
Randy Porter
Janet Synoga

Shawn Timmerman
Jeffrey Ulrich
Emily Underwood
Rey Vargas
Nelson Vogt
Cynthia Yarberry
Jason Young
Staci Waller
Christine Whalen
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ears sign new quarterback
LAKE FOREST (AP) - The Chicago Bears
ed quarterback Erik Kramer to replace
e-year starter Jim Harbaugh and revive
e NFL's worst offense, the club said
nday.
Kramer, whose end-of-season leadership
lped Detroit win its division last year,
ed a three-year, $8.1 million contract.
e Bears said they would trade Harbaugh.

• From Page 12
d Clark 3-1. The champi'p game starte4 at 7 p.m.
went two extra periods.
"Our biggest problem was
igue," Mosnia said. "The
er teams had bigger numand were a little fresher."
fact Eastem's manpower
ame so depleted Mosnia
forced to suit up the ticket
r working at the St. Louis
·um.
Fortunately that ticket
er was senior midfielder
Harkness, an all-confere performer for the Pans in the fall and a draft
ice of the Chicago Power.
kness filled in for an
Mark Valintis and conted one goal.
e had been asking me for

ll

22, 1994

"The quarterback position is solidified,
obviously," Bears coach Dave Wannstedt said
at a news conference. "We got the guy we
wanted." Kramer, who also attended the news
conference, said, "I feel optimistic that I will
be able to affect this team in a positive way."
He started the final four games last season
for the Lions, winning three, as they won the
NFC Central title.

the last two weeks if he could Beach, Calif., where indoor
play (in the tournament)," soccer is hard to find.
Mosnia said. "I asked the other
"Brian had some troubles
players if they wanted him figuring out the rules," Mosnia
back to play and they said said. "But he did an outstand'yes.'"
ing job in goal for us."
But it was freshman Brad
Ritschel allowed nine goals
McTighe, the Mid-Con's new- in recording the five victories.
comer of the year, that stole
Eastern outscored its oppothe show. McTighe exploded nents 29-9 overall. Other top
for nine goals, including two in scorers for the Panthers were
the championship game, and Henry Ospina with six goals,
was named the tournament's Robert Tomic with five goals,
Most Valuable Player.
Greg McDonald with four
"He was the class of the goals, Steve Van Dyke with
tournament. There was no one three goals and Brian Kelly
out there better than him," with one goal.
Mosnia said.
"What made the tournaThe most confused player of ment great was that our freshthe tournament may have men had the majority of our
been Eastern goalie Brian goals," Mosnia said. Freshmen
Ritschel, who has had very lit- McTighe, Ospina, McDonald
tle indoor soccer experience. and Kelly combined for 20
Ritschel is from Huntington goals.

YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
FALL & SUMMER 1994

~Central Air

~Wooded Location
~ 1,2 & 4 Bedrooms

~ G~rbage
'.

Disposals

~Fully Furnished
_
345 2363

UB Human Potential Presents
$1.00
Students
$3.00
General
Public

Thurs.
Feb.
24th
8:00 pm

J. Archibald Holland
presents
.,. From Page 12
that we can have a couple of victories this

"
bing victories in singles against Principia
turday were Brad Rozboril (No. 2), Dennis
der (No. 4), Ryan Ivers (No. 5) and Jason
· pilla (No. 6). All of the victories were in
· tsets.
the doubles, Brandon Kuhl and Rozboril
ed a three-set victory at No. 2 and George
and Ivers rolled in two sets at No. 3.
otsinpilla, a freshman, impressed Bennett.
ason really stood out for us," Bennett said.
played great in the singles and even better
oubles. If everyone plays as aggressive as
did, they can have the same results."

In the Missouri victory Sunday, Rozboril,
Alexander, Ivers and Hotsinpilla repeated their
success at their respective slots. And Kuhl (No.
3) rebounded from a three-set defeat at Principia
to take a 6-2, 7-5 victory over Bret Fredrick.
In the doubles, the Panthers came out with a
clean sweep. The duo of Alexander and
Hotsinpilla were victorious at No. 1 for the first
time this season. The teams of Kuhl and
Rozboril and Macey and Ivers rounded out the
action.
"We're really trying to work on a lot of things,"
Bennett said. "But we have a lot of confidence."
The wins evened Eastem's record at 2-2 after
Feb. 11 and 12 losses to Bradley and the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, both by 4-1
scores.

"The Legacy of Langston Hughes"
A Dramatic Performance
Union Rathskellar

restlers_________
" From Page 12
e Huskies handily defeatEastern's last opponent,
ois State, earlier this year,
according to McCausland,
should not have a bearing
· team's output tonight.
t's a matter of being on,"
usland said. ''Everybody
on, everybody making a
'bution to the final team
e Panthers have healed
of the injuries that were

plaguing their team over the
past couple of months. Eirik
Gustafson and Joe Bee returned to Eastem's lineup on
Thursday.
Freshman Tony Duncan
went down with a rib injury
Thursday night but could be
able to go tonight.
Gustafson, who missed
more than three weeks at 119
pounds with a knee injury,
won his returning match
against Illinois State, and,
according to McCausland, he

will be the key for Eastern
tonight.
"We need to start strong
early," McCausland said. "Gustafson needs a strong performance at 118 to get us rolling."
But Gustafson could have
his hands full, as 118 pounds
is one of the weight classes
McCausland noted as strong
points for the Huskies. McCuasland said other strong
weight classes for NIU are
126, 150 and heavyweight.

DietAid 3000
AS SEEN ON T.V.
ALL YOU CAN EAT

CHILIMAC
$3.99 Tues. Nights
Authentic American
& Mexican Cuisine
Full Bar & Frozen Drinks

Zima Now Available

-FREEHORS D'OEUVRES
M-Th 5 p.m.-Close
Charleston Only

LARGE SOFT DRINK
W /EIU l.D.

East Side of Square
For Carry Out Call
345-2223 Charleston

2 Medium One Topping Pizzas

$11.22

additional toppings $1.19 each

Large Pepperoni Pizza

$5.22

Friday & Saturday open 'til 3 am
Cany-out and Delivery Only

*

SPRAY AWAY THE POUNDS
DietAid 3000 is the only breath spray which acts as an
appetite suppressant, relieving hunger pangs and the
mental desire to eat. This spray has a
pleasant peppermint flavor.
·
• 100% NATURAL
• Use with Current Diet • No Calories Per Serving
• Vitamin C
• Easy to Use
• Convenient
• Discreet

***ORDER TODAY***
Money Back Guaranteed! Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery

ONLY $19.95 FOR A 3 MONTH SUPPLY
(includes shipping & handling) Send cash , check or money order to:

HEALTIICARE PRODUCTS
3330 HILCROFf, STE. D-411
HOUSTON, TX 77057

~~~~~~~~~

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Dally Ea.stem News
(Deadline: 3 Business Days
Before Ad ls to run)

Eastern falls under .500 with los
By RANDY USS
Staff wrtter ·

To hold onto the ball and pass the
ball to only your own teammates are a
couple of elementary aspects of basketball.
And while this sounds like a kindergardenish type of game summary,
these are two things the Panthers had
a difficult time grasping during the
first half of their game with Valparaiso
Monday night.
Eastern committed 11 turnovers and
shot only 31 percent during the first 20
minutes and dropped its third consecu-

tive game, this one a 70-55 defeat to
the Crusaders at Valparaiso's AthleticRecreation Center.
With the loss, the Panthers fell to 1112 overall and tumbled into a threeway tie for fifth place in the MidContinent Conference with a 6-9 league
mark.
Crusader center Chris Ensminger
scored a career-high 15 points and forward Casey Schmidt shrugged off an
aching back to score 14 in what was
Valparaiso's final home game of the
season and its fifth straight win.
Schmidt had missed the previous
three games and wasn't supposed to

play in this one because of a fractured
vertebrae.
"I just wanted to take it slow," said
Schmidt in a postgame interview. "My
back started out tight, but it got better
as the night went on."
Eastern was without -the duties of
center Curtis Leib because of illness,
and forward Louis Jordan was suffering from a bad cold, but this was basically another example of a Panther
team that started out flat on the road
and shot itself into a hole it couldn't dig
out of.
Eastern made only nine of 29 shots
in the first half, and Crusader guard

Lance Barker collected nine points
four steals during Eastern's b
first half throwaways.
"We've struggled with (shoot'
season long," said Panther coach
Samuels during his postgame
show. "We certainly had some
looks at the basket tonight, and
ball would just not go down for us."
Valparaiso (17-6, 12-3) led b
many as 17 points before cruising
halftime with a 41-28 advantage.
"I thought in the first half we
trated too much," said Samuels.
tried to create on our own too much.
• Continued on Page 10

Soccer Panthe
win tourname
By RYAN GIUSTI
Sports Editor
The Eastern soccer team's
season is still six months away,
but coach Cizo Mosnia may
have caught a glimpse over the
weekend of what he can expect
from next year's team.
The Panthers won the CocaCola Men's National Indoor
Soccer Tournament in St.
Louis by going 5-0 in the threeday competition. Eastern won
the championship game 3-2
Sunday in double overtime
over Missouri-Kansas City,
which will join the MidContinent Conference next
season.

It was the second co
tive year that Eastern w
tournament.
"We were going with
freshmen, two sophomo:rea,
one junior," Mosnia said.
decided to eliminate all
seniors (from the corn
tion)."
The Panthers opened
competition Saturday ·
10-1 romp over Missouriand then beat Harris S
2 later in the day.
Sunday marked a busy
for the Panthers, who w
11 a.m. game over Col
advance to the 3:45 p.m.
finals where they beat
• Continued on Page

Men's tennis te
takes two match
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff wrtter
The Eastern men's tennis
team doubled its pleasure
Saturday and Sunday while
racking up its first victories of
the season.
The Panthers, behind solid
play in singles and doubles,
captured a 6-3 victory against
Division III Principia and a 4-0
triumph over the University of
Missouri during weekend
matches at Elsah.

''We're kind of the und
this season," head coach
Bennett said. "We have
by the new NCAA rule
requires us to schedule at
12 Division I teams in
schedule. And whateve
schedule after that, half
games have to be ag
Division I schools."
"But we're a popular
so we have that going fi
And we played some good
nis. It's nice, considering
.,. Continued on Page

ELISSA BROADHURST /Staff photographer
TowTie Frazier prepares to make a pass during women's basketball practice Monday
afternoon at Lantz Gym The Lady Panthers' next game will be at home Wednesday night
against St. Louis University.

Wrestlers at hoine
Baugh enjoys career week for last tinie tonig
What a way to cap off a week for Shannon
Baugh.
Not only did Baugh score a career-high 30
points against Youngstown State, she also
dumped in the last-second shot versus
Cleveland State that gave the Lady Panthers
their second consecutive victory.
These qualities rightly gave Baugh her second "Mid-Continent Player of the Week" award
for the 1993-94 season.
Before earning this award for the second
time, Baugh had two consecutive "double-doubles" - against Youngstown State and
Cleveland State, respectively.
Baugh also snatched 14 rebounds against
Youngstown State.
Besides having the last-second shot against

Cleveland State, Baugh's
point total reached 29 while
snaring eight rebounds.
In other Mid-Con action:
• If you have been scanning the women's MidContinent Conference standWomen's
ings this season, you probaBasketball bly have noticed that Eastern
notebook
is near the bottom.
But not all is lost in the
Land of the Mid-Continent. The Lady Panthers
have captured their last two contests, with victories over Youngstown State and Cleveland
State.
Besides Baugh, a key individual who added
t Continued on Page 10

Coach Ralph McCa

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff wrtter

will try to regroup his

Eastem's wrestling team
wraps up its regular season
tonight with a 7:30 p.m. contest in Lantz Gym against
the Huskies of Northern
Illinois University.
The Panthers will attempt
to even their dual meet
record, which currently
stands at 5-6, and build
some momentum for the
Regional competition which
takes place in Springfield,
Mo., March 5.

after last Thursday's
loss to Illinois S
According to McCaus
his team will need to
last home match of the
to its advantage in ord
wrestle well.
"We have six seniors
will be wrestling their
match at home, so It
(the seniors) would be
step things up and ris
the occasion," McCausl
said.
., Continued on Page 1

